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Abstract-Geographically distributed database systems have received growing interest in recent years. In this paper, we develop an
approximate analytical model to study the tradeoffs of replicating data
in a distributed database environment. Several concurrency control
protocols are considered including pessimistic, optimistic, and semioptimistic protocols. The approximate analysis captures the effect of
the protocol on hardware resource contention and data contention. The
accuracy of the approximation is validated through detailed simulations. We find that the benefit of replicating data and the optimal number cf replicates are sensitive to the concurrency control protocol. Under the optimistic and semi-optimistic protocols, replications can
significantly improve response time with an additional MIPS requirement to maintain consistency among the replicates. The optimal degree
of replication is further affected by the transaction mix (e.g., the fraction of read-only transactions), the communications delay and overhead, the number of distributed sites, and the available MIPS. Sensitivity analyses have been carried out to examine how the optimal degree
of replication changes with respect to these factors.
Zndex Terms-Concurrency control, data replication, distributed
databases, performance analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
N RECENT years, there has been considerable interest
in geographically distributed database systems, in
which the databases are distributed among regional processing systems, and some “request shipping” mechanism is provided to support the access of nonlocal data
[8], [ 171, [ 191, [29], [ 3 I]. Since the access of remote data
is expensive in terms of the communications overheads
and delays involved, data can be replicated, either fully
or partially, so that some remote access can be avoided
for read-only transactions. However, the overhead for
maintaining consistency of replicated copies in the presence of updates can become large. In this paper, we analyze the performance tradeoffs of data replication in distributed database systems. We study the optimal number
of replications and the effect of system parameters and the
concurrency control protocol on this optimum. Data replication can also improve system availability by providing
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some tolerance to site and/or link failures. This aspect of
data replication is not addressed in this paper.
Previous analytical models of distributed databases with
replication have been for very simple models. The models
in [7] and [21] are for a single arrival stream of read or
update requests, and m parallel servers. There can be up
to m simultaneous active read requests, or one active write
request with first in first out service. Any write operation
in progress blocks all reads behind it, and a write request
must wait for any read requests in progress to complete.
Using this model for a distributed database system implies
that the entire database is locked by any read or write operation. Interpreting each parallel server as a node in a
distributed system also implies that communications overheads and delays are ignored. In [25], the model is generalized to capture some contention for physical resources. However, this model also assumes that the entire
database is locked for doing updates, and the model is for
full replication only. As the authors point out, an extension of their model for incorporating “partial locking”
(i.e., not locking the entire database on updates), requires
a totally new and difficult analysis. We address these
shortcomings of previous models in this paper. Most other
previous analyses of concurrency control in distributed
database systems have either assumed no data replication
[ 11, [20] or full replications [ 151, [ 131. Simulation studies
of partially replicated systems are reported in [28], [5],
121. In these simulation studies, little variation of the parameter space is considered (presumably because of long
simulation times) leading to the incorrect conclusion that
in general replication has a negative effect on performance
due to update costs.
The purpose of this paper is to examine the performance tradeoffs of data replication in distributed database
systems, in terms of the communications overhead and
delay, response time constraints, MIPS available, fraction of read-only transactions, the number of sites, and
the concurrency control protocol. A secondary objective
is to show that a relatively simple approximate analysis
method based on a mean value model can estimate system
performance with good accuracy. Section I1 outlines the
concurrency control protocols considered. The analytical
model is described in Section 111. Performance projections from the analytical model and comparison to simulation results are described in Section IV. Concluding remarks appear in Section v .
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11. CONCURRENCY
CONTROL
PROTOCOLS
We assume that a number of geographically distributed
computer systems (sites) S, * * S, are interconnected by
a (long haul) computer network. The (global) database D
is partitioned among the sites, with site Sk, k E { 1,
. . . , n } , being the master (primary) site for partition D,
(as detailed below). Essentially, for any data accessed
from partition Dk by a transaction, site S k must be consulted before the transaction can be committed. (A transaction is said to be committed when its effects are made
permanent and the data it writes become visible to other
committing transactions.) Each partition Dk is replicated
at m additional sites; m = 0 implies no replication and m
= ( n - 1 ) implies full replication. Intermediate values
of m result in partial replication. For ease of presentation,
we will consider the homogeneous case where each partition Dk, k E { 1,
* , n } , has M / n database granules.
The analysis is readily generalized to the nonhomogeneous case with arbitrary numbers of granules at each site.
The following classes of transactions are considered:
class 1 transactions entering at site k , only access data
belonging to partition Dk. Class 2 transactions access some
data belonging to some other partition i, i # k . In all of
the protocols, if a class 2 transaction needs access to a
granule for which there is a local replication, the access
is made locally (perhaps with some communication for
concurrency control as detailed below). If the data granule is not available locally, a remote data access is made
from the master (primary) site for the partition containing
the granule. At transaction commit time, updates are
propagated to all replicates of the data. In general, a transaction reads one copy, and writes all copies of the data.
The concurrency control protocols ensure that transactions access consistent data in this environment.
We consider two basic types of distributed concurrency
control protocols: a distributed optimistic protocol (OPT)
(distributed certification in the terminology of [3] and [4])
and a distributed two-phase locking (2PL) protocol. We
also refer to the latter as the pessimistic protocol. To handle data replication, both these protocols use the primary
copy approach [4] as detailed below. A 2PL protocol with
primary copy is used by INGRES [24]. Finally, we consider a combination of the two in which class 1 transactions use 2PL (since all accesses are at the primary site)
and class 2 transactions use the OPT protocol. Other approaches to handling replication such as the “do nothing”
approach in [4] could be analyzed in a similar manner,
but are not considered here.
The distributed optimistic protocol we consider is based
on the use of weak locks, and is as follows. Each site has
a concurrency controller (CC) that accepts requests for
weak or strong locks. A weak lock request is always
granted if no conflicting strong locks are held on the data;
otherwise, the weak lock request is rejected. A strong lock
request is granted if it does not conflict with any concurrently held strong lock; otherwise, it is rejected. Further,
if any conflicting weak locks are currently held, the holding transactions are marked for abort and the conflicting
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weak locks are released. An incoming transaction is run
at the site of origin. For each data granule accessed during
the transaction a weak lock is requested at the site at which
the data are obtained (i.e., if a local copy of the data granule is available, the data are accessed locally and a local
weak lock is requested; otherwise, the data are accessed
at the primary site where the weak lock is also requested).
If the weak lock request is rejected, the transaction is
marked for abort. No updates are reflected into any replicates until the end of the transaction. At that time, a twophase commit protocol [ l l ] is used as follows. If the
transaction has been marked for abort it releases its local
weak locks, waits for a backoff period and restarts; otherwise, a “prepare to commit” message is sent to all the
master sites of the data accessed, along with the identification of the granules involved and the access mode. At
the master sites, an attempt is made to obtain strong locks
on the data. If any strong lock request is rejected, the
master sites return a not certified (NAK) to the requesting
site; otherwise, a positive acknowledgment (ACK) is returned. (Note that if a strong lock request is rejected, the
transaction is not placed in a wait queue, but is aborted.)
If a NAK is received from any of the master sites, the
transaction is aborted and messages are sent to the master
sites to release any strong locks acquired. If all responses
are ACKs, the second phase of commit processing begins
and commit messages are sent to the master sites along
with any update information. The primary site sends the
update information to all the sites holding copies of the
data; if a weak lock is held at any of these sites, then the
corresponding transactions are marked for abort. When
the master sites get an acknowledgment that the data have
been updated at all replicates, the strong locks on the data
are released and an ACK is sent back to the originating
site, completing the commit process.
This optimistic protocol is similar to the 2PL certifier
outlined in [4] except that in the above protocol a conflict
detected during certification (commit process) causes the
conflicting active transaction to abort; the reverse is done
in [4]. Intuitively, it is preferable to abort an ongoing
transaction and commit a transaction in certification rather
than the converse since there is no guarantee that an ongoing transaction will successfully commit. A time-stampbased optimistic method (certification) is described [23]
and simulated in [5]. Under both the weak lock method
described here and the time-stamp based certifier in [23],
a transaction will be aborted if it reads a data item which
is different from the most recent version produced by already committed transactions. The difference between the
protocols is largely in terms of the implementation for resolving conflict between transactions that are simultaneously in commit, resulting in similar behavior in terms
of communications overhead and aborts.
We compare the above optimistic protocol with the 2PL
protocol using the primary copy approach to handle replication [4]. To ensure serializability, locks are obtained
at the primary site. A single phase of commit suffices to
update all the replicates and then release the locks. Global
deadlocks can occur and can be detected using the various
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methods [24]. In the analysis, we neglect the probability
of deadlock. The justification is that both our simulations
and estimates in [27] and [I61 show that the deadlock
probability is negligibly small compared to the contention
probability (which we model in detail).
Finally, we consider a protocol that uses 2PL for class
1 transactions, and OPT for class 2 transactions. We refer
to this as the semi-optimistic (SEMI) protocol. Committing class 2 transactions now find strong locks held by
active class I transactions, and therefore abort. Class 1
transactions are never aborted. This is desirable if transactions accessing local data only are to be given priority
over class 2 transactions.
In the above protocols, a transaction is not committed
until updates are reflected in all replicates. We refer to
this as the synchronous version of the protocols. It offers
the advantage that in case of the failure of a primary copy
site, a new primary site can be designated for the partition, and an up-to-date version of the partition can be created at that site. We compare this to the same protocols
with asynchronous updates to the replicates, where the
transaction is committed after only the primary site is updated. Replicates are then updated from the primary copy
site asynchronously. Consistency in this environment can
be guaranteed by a count mechanism at the primary site
[6]. The time-stamp mechanism of [23] will also permit
asynchronous updates (because the time stamp of the data
at the replicate and primary site will be different until the
asynchronous update is completed). The asynchronous
update allows better performance with loss of availability
of the partition controlled by a failing site until recovery
is completed at that site. We quantify this performance
difference.
111. THE MODEL
In this section, we develop an approximate analytical
model to estimate and compare the performance of the
protocols. A simulation model is used to validate the analysis methodology. The model partitions the analysis into
two interacting components: resource contention and data
contention. Queueing models are used to estimate the
hardware resource contention effects, and are detailed in
Sections 111-B and 111-C. The estimation of the lock contention wait time and the contention and abort probabilities are presented in Sections 111-D and 111-E. Notice that
for the optimistic and the semi-optimistic protocols, data
contention between class 1 and class 2 transactions is
manifested as an abort, leading to resource consumption
for a rerun transaction, and consequently higher resource
contention, leading in turn to higher data contention. Such
interaction between the data and resource contention is
estimated using an iteration which is an extension of the
methodology developed in [32] and [33]. The approach
converges in a few iterations.
We describe in detail the analysis of the semi-optimistic
protocol with asynchronous updates, since this protocol
involves both the elements of 2PL (for class 1 transactions) and of optimistic concurrency control (for class 2
transactions). The analysis of the other protocols can be
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derived based on a similar approach. The methodology
described below also analyzes processor utilizations,
transaction abort, and contention probabilities as a function of transaction rate.
A . Overview
The methodology and analysis method extends that for
centralized database systems using locking reported in
[30] and [32], distributed databases without replication
also using locking [ 121, and hybrid distributed-centralized systems with single replication [6], to fully distributed systems with partial replication and with different
concurrency control mechanisms. This architecture has a
more complicated concurrency control method with a
combination of optimistic and pessimistic concurrency
control, and includes communications overheads and delays that impact contention. The approximation method
has a similar flavor to the mean value analysis in [26] for
locking in centralized databases, using the steady-state
average values of variables rather than probability distributions of the variables. As in [32], we decompose the
resource and data contention and capture their interaction
using an iteration. In most of the previous work, the interaction between data and resource contention is either
ignored or the resource contention is not modeled [18],
[22], [ 161, [ 141, [26]. Recently, a similar decomposition
approach for optimistic concurrency control in centralized
systems has been reported in [33]. (A slightly different
approach using a piecewise linear model to capture resource contention is used in [9] .) In [34], a class of hybrid
optimistic concurrency control schemes which switch
from the optimistic scheme to locking during rerun is described and analyzed using the same approach. Previous
models of distributed databases using replication have
either used a very simple read/write model and ignored
resource contention [7], [2 I] or have resorted to simulation [2], [5].
Because of the difference in their response times we distinguish three kinds of transactions: 1) class 1 transactions with average response time of RFLASsl,2) first run
class 2 transactions with average response time RhLASs2,
and 3) rerun class 2 transactions with average response
time of R F k A s S 2 . Weak or strong locks are assumed to be
all held until the end of the transaction. For the estimation
of contention and abort probabilities, we are leaving out
an initial portion of the transaction response time, during
which the transaction goes through a transaction setup
phase (and no locks are held). A transaction that is rerun
after an abort is modeled to find all data referenced in the
main memory of the system where the data are accessed.
This assumption is valid if the main memory buffer can
hold the working set of running transactions; detailed
buffer models in [lo] show that this is valid except for
very small main memory buffers. Here, we let aborted
transactions run to completion instead of aborting them
during the run so that a rerun transaction will find all data
referenced in main memory. This is found to improve performance in [33] since it increases the chance of successful completion during a rerun. Further, locks are released
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after an abort. The difference between RgLASS2and
R$)ASS2 is the I/O time and processing time and wait time
for locks.
In Section 111-B (111-C), we derive expressions for the
class 1 (class 2) transaction average response time in terms
of contention and abort probabilities. In Section 111-D the
average wait times for each lock contention and the contention and abort probabilities are derived. The contention and abort probabilities are derived using essentially
the following method. A conflict is defined as an event in
which a transaction requests a lock on an item that is currently held by another transaction in an incompatible
mode. The conflict rates among class 1 (respectively, class
2) transactions and between class 1 and class 2 transactions are derived. Conflicts among class 1 transactions are
mapped into lock waits, while conflicts among class 2 or
between class 1 and class 2 transactions are mapped into
aborts of the class 2 transaction.
In the performance comparisons of Section IV, the parameters used for the transaction characteristics are similar to those in [8], and are derived from trace analysis in
[ 3 2 ] . in the following sections, the parameter values used
for both the transaction characteristics and for system
overheads are indicated as the parameters are defined.

B. Response Time for Class 1 Transactions
in order to evaluate the class 1 transaction response
time, transaction arrivals are modeled by a Poisson process. The average class I transaction response time is estimated as
RCLASSI
T

= RCLASSI
CPU

+

RCLASS~
IO

+

RCLASSI
CONT

an M/M/1 queue. Then REbfS1 is expressed as
CLASS1

RCPUJNPL
+

CLASS1
RCPU.PROC

where the first term is the component for the initial processing (INPL) when no locks are held, and the second
term is associated with the remaining processing.
R F S S I is the amount of time spent during the transaction, waiting for I/O to occur. Note that for each I/O
(or remote lock request) the processor is modeled to task
switch to process another transaction, while suspending
the executing transaction until the completion of the
I/O. Thus,

where tIo is the average time per I/O. Sufficient I/O bandwidth is assumed to enable the modeling of the U 0 server
as an infinite server with a load independent service time
of 35 ms. nIo is the average number of I/O’s per transaction, and consists of two kinds of I/O’s. nIOPLis the
average number of I/O’s per transaction that must occur
for a transaction to start processing. Typically, these are
the I/O’s needed to load the application program and the
other constructs into the computer memory from disk.
Trace analysis yielded a value of 5 for nIopL. n 1 0 D B is the
average number of I/O’s that occur during the execution
of the transaction. These are required to read and write
data from disk resident databases into and from the main
memory based database buffer, respectively. In the trace
analysis, the average transaction performed 11 database
I/O. Then

.

Each component will be described separately.
R$bfSI is the total time the transaction spends at the
CPU. This includes both the CPU service and queueing
times. The instructions executed by the transaction are
divided into those associated with database calls (ten calls
per transaction with 25K instructions per call) and those
for transaction initiation and application loading (150K
instructions per transaction, denoted as INPL). Lock requests and database calls are assumed to occur uniformly
over the transaction execution, breaking the transaction
into many small tasks of equal size, each of which has to
queue and be serviced by the CPU. From prior trace analysis [32] an average of 15 lock requests per transaction is
used. In addition, each lock/unlock request entails additional processing (1K instructions per lock/unlock request
is used in the model). A communication overhead of 20K
instructions is assumed equally split between sending and
receiving a message from one system to another. An overhead of 3K instructions per 110 is used. Finally, updates
by the class 1 transaction are asynchronously propagated
to all the replicates, involving a communications and update overhead. Note, however, that this overhead increases CPU utilization but is not directly included in the
response time of class 1 transactions. CPU service time
and queueing time are evaluated by modeling the CPU as

RE$$s1 is the time spent in contention wait for a lock
that is held by another class 1 transaction or class 2 transactions during their coherence phase, and is derived in
Section 111-D.
Response Time for Class 2 Transactions
The total response time of a class 2 transaction is expressed as
C.

CLASS2

+ RCOMMIT.
R C L A S S ~ covers

the time to run a new class 2 transaction

and the second and the third terms account for the average
rerun time.
includes 1) the communications delays from the site of origin of the transaction to the sites
that are masters of the data accessed for the authentication
and second commit phase, 2) the CPU time at the master
sites and site of origin for communication, authentication,
and commit phase overhead, and 3) the I/O time and overhead for updating the local database during the second
commit phase. At the site of origin, the two-phase commit
processing overhead includes a constant overhead for each
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phase (2K instructions) plus an overhead for each local
system involved in the commit operation (3K instructions
per system in each phase), and communications overhead;
at each master site involved in the commit there is communications overhead, an overhead for authentication (2K
instructions), and an overhead to update the master database. (Asynchronously, the master sites propagate the updates to all replicates, involving a communications and
update overhead. Note, however, that this overhead increases CPU utilization but is not directly included in the
response time of the class 2 transaction.) p A Iis the probability of the first abort of a class 2 transaction, and p A S
is the probability of the second and subsequent aborts of
class 2 transactions. Analogous to the development of the
response time expressions for the class 1 transaction we
write

+ R&jtss2 +R&Y2s2 + R:&Z2.
CLASS2
CLASS2
The component Rgb,AYs2equals RCPUI,INPL
+ RcpUl~pRoc
to
R ~ L A S S=
~ RCLASS~
cpul

execute the first run of a class 2 transaction, and is similar
to that for the class 1 transaction described above, except
that for each reference to data that is not available at the
local site (i.e., no local replication of the data) a remote
access is made to the site involved, incurring a communications and access overhead. In the latter case, the database call overhead and associated U0 and concurrency
control overhead is modeled as occurring on the remote
system. As before, an M/M/l model is used to estimate
CLASS2
CLASS2
CLASS2
RCpUl
as well as RCOMMIT.
RIO,,
and RF&i;S2 for class
2 transactions are similar to those for class 1 transactions.
RZ$j*:
includes the communications delay from the site
of the origin of the transaction to the remote sites for each
nonlocal access to data made during each run of the transaction. The remaining terms to evaluate in the above
expression are R FkASS2and RCLASS2
T3
. Recall that in the protocol, class 2 transactions use optimistic concurrency control, and abort in case of a conflict with a class 1 or class
2 transaction. We assume that all the data for rerun transactions are available in buffers at the site involved, and
consequently there are no I/O’s for the rerun transaction.
Thus,
RCLASS~ =
T2
pGLl

( RCOHER +
CLASS2

TBackoff)
CLASS2

+ RCPU2.PROC + RCOMM
and

RF:ASS2

= PGL2

+

( RCOHER +

CLASS2
RCPU2.PROC

TBackoff)
CLASS?

+ RCOMM
where R&$,yROC is the same as R~~~;,As,yRoc
excluding the
overheads for I/O. RcOHER includes 1) communications
delays from the site of origin to the sites that are masters
of the data accessed and 2) CPU time for communication
and authentication phase overhead. PGLl
is the probability
that the first abort is detected after communication with
an external master site during the authentication phase.

Similarly, PGL2is the probability that a subsequent abort
is detected after communication with an external master
site during the authentication phase. A methodology to
derive these probabilities is given below. The time TBackoff
is the backoff time for a class 2 transaction that aborts due
to contention with a running class 1 transaction during the
authentication phase.

D. Contention Wait Time Estimation

REk;” is the time spent in contention wait by a class
1 transaction for a lock that is held by another transaction.
The contention wait is estimated as
R ~ ~ ~ S=S I CLASS1

RCONT CLASS1

+

CLASS1
RCONT COHER CLASS2

where R ~ & ~ ~ s & AisSthe
S 1 time spent in contention wait
for a lock that is held by another local class 1 transaction
CLASS2
and RC-NT
COHER CLASS2 is the time spent in contention wait
for a lock that is held by a local or external class 2 transaction during its authentication phases and commit phase.
We use the following approach to evaluate R g = j i ? s & ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ .
-

CLASS1

RCONTCLASSI = N L ~ C L ACLASSI
S S I WCLASSI
where N L is the mean number of locks per transaction,
PCLASSl CLASSl is the probability of contention on a lock
request with a local class 1 transaction, and WCLASSl is the
average time a class 1 transaction waits if it contends with
another class 1 transaction for a lock. The evaluation of
is given in-Section 111-E.The wait time
WcLAssl is estimated as WcLAssl = PCLAssI/F,where
CLASS1
CLASS1
PCLASSl = Rcpu,Roc
RIoDB
RE$$’’ is the period
during which locks are held by a class 1 transaction. Assuming that locks are acquired uniformly during the period PCLASSI, the factor F is estimated as 3 in [30]. Similarly, R cCLASS1
o N T COHER CLASS2 is estimated as
PCLASSl CLASSl
-

+

+

CLASS1
RCONT COHER CLASS2
RHOLD

PCLASSl.COHER.CLASS2

+

-

2

RHOLD.COMMIT
pCLASS I .COHER.COMMIT.CLASS2

2

where PcLAssl
,COHER,CLASS2 is the probability of contention on a lock request with a class 2 transaction in its authentication phase that is subsequently aborted.
PCLASSl .COHER.COMMIT.CLASSZ is the probability of contention on a lock request with a class 2 transaction in its authentication and commit phase that successfully commits.
The manner in which P c L A S S I . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ . ~and
L A
PCLASSl .COHER.COMMIT.CLASSZ are projected is described
later. RHOLD is the amount of time a class 2 transaction
holds locks at the cohort sites during its authentication
phases, when it is subsequently aborted, while
RHOLD.COMMIT is the amount of time a class 2 transaction
holds locks at the cohort sites during its last authentication and commit phase. These are the times spent in the

S S ~
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CPU for authentication and committing estimated from an
M/M/l model plus the communication delays. Since all
locks are obtained at the beginning of the authentication
phase, the average wait time for such contentions are estimated as RHOLD/2and RHOLD CoMMIT/2, respectively, in
the above equations.

of abort of a first run class 2 transaction is estimated as

E. Contention and Abort Probabilities
We now derive the class 1 lock contention and class 2
transaction abort probabilities. We define a conflict as an
event in which a transaction requests a lock that is currently held by another transaction in an incompatible
mode. Conflicts among class 1 transactions are manifested as lock contention wait for the element to be unlocked by the other transaction holding the lock. Conflicts
between class 1 and class 2 transactions (not in authentication/commit phase) manifest themselves as aborts of the
class 2 transactions.
Each local system has a local database and is subject to
a transaction rate A. Of these transactions, a fraction
P,LAssl are class 1 and a fraction PCLASS2
are class 2. We
estimate
&LASS I

PCLASSI.CLASSI =

~ P C L A S S I___
NL
2

LSPACE/NDs

’

In this equation. the numerator is the average number of
locks held by class 1 transactions, estimated from Little’s
law as the product of the average number of locks requested by class 1 transactions per unit time and the average lock holding time. LSPACE is the number of database granules across all the N D s distributed sites, and we
assume that each distributed system is master for
LSPACE/NDs database granules. The term PCLASSl
/ 2 is
the average lock holding time assuming that a transaction
acquires locks uniformly over the time that it holds locks.
Similarly, we may write the other conflict probabilities
as
PCLASS1 .COHER.CLASS2

‘CLASS1

LSPACE / NDs
.COHER.COMMIT.CLASSZ

- APCLASS2 NLRCOHER COMMIT

LSPACE / N D s
For the parameter values considered, PCLASS~
COHER CLASS2
is very small, since it includes a product of the form
PAI
PGLl,
and this term is neglected subsequently.
We now estimate the class 2 transaction abort probabilities. The key observation is that class 2 transactions
are aborted either by committing class 1, committing class
2 transactions, or because a class 1 or class 2 transaction
is holding conflicting locks when a class 2 transaction gets
to the primary site during authentication. The probability

+2

)

x COMDEL N:

=-

LSPACE
where X denotes the term in braces. In this equation, the
first term in braces is for the contention with committing
class 1 transactions, the second term is due to contention
with committing class 2 transactions, the third term (similar to P c L A ~ ~ ~ , c L A s sisl ) for contention of a class 2 transaction arriving at a primary site during authentication with
a class 1 transaction that is running, and the last term
(similar to PcLAssl
,COHER,COMMIT CLASSZ) is for contention
of a class 2 transaction arriving at the primary site during
authentication with a class 2 transaction holding strong
locks at the primary site during its commit process. For
instance, X N D s P c L A S S I is the rate at which class 1 trans2/,2::3/
= (RCPU1,PROC
CLASS2
+ RE,:S2
actions commit;&
RCLASS~
COMM ) / 2 is the average vulnerability period of a first
run class 2 transaction, so that any class 1 transaction that
commits in this interval causes an abort of the class 2
transaction. Hence, ANDsP C L ~NSL S
( P~ ~ ~ ~ s s estiz / ~
mates the average number of data items invalidated by
committing class 1 transactions. Dividing this by
LSPACE estimates the probability that a class 2 transaction accesses a data item that is invalidated by a committing class 1 transaction, causing it to abort. Assuming that
at most one such contention can occur per class 2 transaction, the transaction abort probability due to this factor
is estimated by multiplying the single access conflict
probability by N L . A more accurate estimate can be obtained by estimating the probability of no abort for each
access and taking the product of these terms to estimate
the probability of no abort for the transaction [ 3 3 ] . The
difference between such estimates was found to be negligible. The term of 2 X COMDEL arises because the vulnerability period of the class 2 transaction is increased by
this time due to communications delay in the authentication phase. One factor of COMDEL in this vulnerability
period arises because any transaction committing at a remote primary site within a COMDEL before the start of
a class 2 transaction may send an update request to abort
the transaction. The second COMDEL factor arises because any transaction that commits at a primary site within
a COMDEL after the completion of the execution of a
class 2 transaction at the originating site can again cause

+

)
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this transaction to abort. In a similar manner, the other
terms in the equation can be derived. The probability of
abort PASof rerun class 2 transactions is estimated by an
analogous expression to the above with 0~ & 2 replaced
l = REit$yRoC
~
~ REbhZ2.
~
Finally,
~
~recall from
by f
Section 111-C that the factor PGLl
(respectively, PGL2)
is
defined as the probability that the first (respectively, subsequent) abort of class 2 transactions are detected after
communication with other sites during the authentication
phase. In the above equation for P A I ,the terms involving
twice the communications delay are due to aborts detected
after communications to the master sites, and similarly
the final two terms due to locks held by running class 1
transactions and committing class 2 transactions also involve a communications before abort. Hence, we estimate

+

PGLl =

PGL2
is estimated in a similar manner.
IV . PERFORMANCE
COMPARISON
In this section, we first compare the results of the analysis in the preceding section to simulation estimates. Following this, we present performance projections based on
the approximate analytic model.
A . Simulation
A detailed event driven simulation was developed to
simulate the semi-optimistic protocol which combines
both the pessimistic protocol (for class 1 transactions) and
the optimistic protocol (for class 2 transactions). Simulation results are presented for a ten-site distributed system, with a fully connected network of 200 ms communication delay between sites. Each CPU has 3 MIPS.
Transaction arrivals are Poisson processes, with the same
arrival rate at each distributed site. The probability of class
1 transactions is chosen as 0.5. Overheads and pathlengths are the same as described in Section 111. In the
simulation, a global lock space of 32K elements is used.
Class 1 transactions make data requests uniformly over
the lock space for which the local site is the master, i.e.,
one tenth of the lock space, while class 2 transactions
make lock requests uniformly over the entire lock space.
The simulation maintains lock tables and explicitly simulates lock contention, and waits for locked entities,
queueing, and processing at the CPU, communications
delay and overhead, I/O waits, aborts of central and/or
local transactions, and commit processing. The CPU service times are constants equal to the time to execute the
specific instruction pathlengths given in Section 111-B (and
are not exponentially distributed). The CPU is released
by a transaction when lock contention occurs, for each
110, and for communication to another site. In the case
of a contention that leads into a deadlock the transaction

is aborted and all locks held are released. (Note that for
this protocol deadlocks are purely local since locks are
only used for contention among class 1 transactions running at the same site.)
We now compare results of the simulation and analysis
for the above parameters for the semi-optimistic protocol
with asynchronous update. Point estimates from the simulation are the averages for 10 000 transactions for each
simulation run, after discarding the statistics of the first
5000 transactions, Confidence intervals are not indicated
because the length of the simulation time required made
this infeasible. Fig. 1 shows the average response time
versus total transaction rate for class 1 and class 2 transactions, for the fully replicated case. The estimates for
the simulation and analysis are very close. Fig. 2 shows

X
the same types of curves for the case with only partial
replications. Four additional replications are introduced
for each database. The simulation and analysis are again
very close until the knee where each CPU is close to 95 %
utilized. As the abort probability strongly affects the system performance, we show the first abort probability of
the class 2 transactions in Fig. 3. Close agreement is observed between the simulation and analysis. Note that the
simulation is rather time consuming even for this modest
configuration, taking about 10 min of CPU time on an
IBM 3090 for each point simulated. We present the comparison study in Section IV-B based on the approximate
analysis.

B. Performance Study
We now examine the performance tradeoffs between the
protocols and the sensitivities to the number of replications, communications overhead and delay, transaction
mix, and system configuration. Results are presented for
the case of 20 geographically distributed sites, unless otherwise stated. A global lock space of 1OOK elements is
assumed. Unless otherwise specified, the CPU at each site
is assumed to be of 10 MIPS, the fraction of class 1 transaction is 7 5 % , communications overhead is 20K, and
communications delay is 2.0 s.
We first examine the tradeoff between different protocols, semi-optimistic, pure optimistic, and pessimistic, for
different degrees of replications, and with varying communications overhead, when all transactions update the
database. Later in the section, we examine the effect of
ready-only transactions. The effect of asynchronous versus synchronous update is demonstrated for the semi-optimistic protocol. The other protocols are assumed to use
the asynchronous update policy. Fig. 4 shows the average
transaction reponse time versus the number of replications
of each partition for the case of zero (negligible) communications delay. The cases of full and no replications
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are for the number of replications of 19 and 0, respectively. The negligible communications delay is reasonable for a locally distributed system [8]. Notice from Fig.
4 that, for this case, the response time increases with an
increase in the degree of replication for all of the protocols. This is consistent with the observation in [ 5 ] ,where
negligible communications delay is assumed. The reason
for this behavior is that the reduction in overhead for remote access during the transaction due to the availability
of a local copy is overshadowed by the overhead for up-

dating the replicates at commit time. Comparing the response times of the different protocols, we observe that
the pessimistic (distributed 2PL) protocol is the best for
no replication (for this level of contention), and the pure
optimistic protocol has the worst performance. As the
number of replications increase, there is a crossover between the 2PL response time and that of the other protocols. This is because the 2PL protocol with primary copy
does not benefit much from replication, since communication continues to occur for concurrency control even if
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a local copy is available. All the other protocols do not
communicate with the primary copy site during the execution of the transaction except at commit time unless
there is no local replication of the data. Therefore, the
optimistic type protocols reduce communications during
the transaction, and do better than 2PL as the number of
replications increases. The semi-optimistic protocol does
better than the pure optimistic protocol because it has no
aborts for class 1 transactions, leading to smaller CPU
utilizations. The performance penalty for synchronous

updates for the semi-optimistic protocol can be seen by
comparing curves marked A and C in Fig. 4.This penalty
becomes larger as the number of replications increases because the time to update all of the replications increases.
In Fig. 5 , we illustrate the effect of a larger communications delay of 0.1 s. For no replication, the 2PL protocol has the smallest response time of the protocols, by
a larger margin than that for zero communications delay.
As the number of replications increases, the 2PL protocol
response time increases as well, for the reason given in
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the previous paragraph. However, the response time for
the other protocols shows a minimum for partial replication. The reason that a minimum response time is observed for this communications delay, but not for a zero
communications delay, is as follows. In the transaction
model we use, nonlocal data are accessed by the transaction during its execution, and therefore, serially. Adding replications reduces the overhead for the remote access and eliminates the serial communications delay. On
the other hand, at commit time, the replicates are updated
in parallel. Therefore, even though the overhead for update propagation is large, the elimination of the serial remote access predominates over the increase in time for
parallel updates of the replicates. However, as the number
of replicates increases, the overhead for the updates of the
replicates continues to grow, and eventually predominates
over the reduction in communications delay. Thus, there
is an optimal degree of replication. The optimal replication is in general different for the different protocols.
Comparing curves marked A and B , we note that the pure
optimistic protocol is a little worse than the semi-optimistic protocol, for the same reasons as in the previous
paragraph. Comparing curves A and C , we observe that
the performance penalty for synchronous updates increases with the communications delay. In curve C , there
is an increase in response time when the degree of replication increases from 0 to 1, before the response time decreases with further increase in the degree of replication.
This is because there is a large increase in the update delay (and secondarily, overhead) for even one replicate with
synchronous updates. There is smaller incremental update
delay with a larger degree of replication.
The effect of larger communications delay is further il-

lustrated in Fig. 6, which is for a 0.2 s communications
delay. Comparing this to Fig. 5 , we observe that the optimum degree of replication is further accentuated by the
increase in communications delay. The optimum degree
of replication increases for each of the optimistic type
protocols, but this increase in the optimum degree of replication is rather small. The reason is that the optimum is
largely determined by the degree of replication at which
the CPU’s get close to saturation due to the update overhead. With longer communications delay an increase in
the degree of replication leads to a larger savings in the
serial communications time during the transaction execution relative to the parallel communications for update
at commit time, but the overheads for communications are
largely the same. Therefore, while the curves in Fig. 6
are sharper, they have a similar optimum degree of replication.
The sensitivity of the optimum degree of replication to
the transaction rate per system is illustrated in Fig. 7 for
the semi-optimistic protocol. The label of each curve represents the transaction rate at each site. The graph indicates that at low loads, the optimum is at full replication,
and as the load increases, the optimum shifts to a smaller
degree of replication, and eventually to no replication at
all. The reason for this phenomenon is that the update
overhead increases with the degree of replication while
the overall communications delay decreases. Therefore,
if there is spare CPU capacity it pays to replicate, while
at high levels of CPU utilization it does not.
The previous observation leads to the question of
whether it makes sense to replicate data for any realistic
environment with reasonable CPU utilizations. We therefore pose the problem differently. We assume an environ-
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ment with a specific requirement in terms of the transaction rate and a bound on the average transaction response
time. We determine the minimum CPU MIPS per site required to meet these requirements of transaction rate and
response time. We then examine if there is an optimum
degree of replication that results in the lowest total MIPS
required to meet these constraints. Posing the problem in
this manner has the resultant CPU utilization fall out from
the requirements rather than as a stipulation. Fig. 8 shows

the minimum MIPS per site required to meet a 2 s transaction response time bound for different degrees of replication, and for the different protocols. For this fairly
loose response time requirement, there is no benefit from
replication. The reason is that, with no data replication,
the loose bound (for this relatively small communications
delay) allows a large CPU processing time and consequently results in a small MIPS requirement with a large
CPU utilization. Then, the overhead due to updates with
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replication requires larger MIPS to prevent CPU saturation. With synchronous updates, the transaction response
time increases due to the update time, forcing the CPU to
operate at a lower utilization in order to meet the 2 s response time bound; therefore, there is some benefit from
replication as the degree of replication increases beyond
1. However, even for this case, the fewest MIPS are required for no data replication. Of all the protocols, the
2PL protocol with no replication requires the fewest MIPS
to satisfy the constraints.

s response time bound

The effect of decreasing the response time bound to 1.5
s is shown in Fig. 9, with other parameters remaining unchanged. With this response time bound, the semi-optimistic and pure optimistic protocols are unable to meet
the response time constraints without any replication. This
leads to an optimum degree of replication. For the 2PL
(pessimistic) protocol, the constraints can only be met
with no replication. (The near vertical line for this case
indicates that for a single replication a very large number
of MIPS is required.) Comparing the MIPS required by
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the various protocols, the 2PL protocol with no replication wins over the optimistic type protocols at their optimum degree of replication. Decreasing the response time
constraint to 1 s leads to the results shown in Fig. 10. The
2PL protocol cannot meet this constraint because of communications delays. For this relatively small response time
constraint, full replication leads to the fewest MIPS required for each of the optimistic type protocols. A larger
communications delay (not shown) leads to a similar effect as that for decreasing the response time requirement.
The following two charts assume the semi-optimistic
protocol with asynchronous updates to do further sensitiv-

ity analysis. The effect of transaction mix is next examined. Fig. 11 shows the sensitivity to the number of replications for no read only, 25 % read only, and 50% readonly transactions under the semi-optimistic protocol.
Transaction rate is assumed to be 3 transactions/s with 5
MIPS at each site. The optimum number of replications
increases with the fraction of read-only transactions. Replication becomes increasingly attractive as the fraction of
read-only transactions increases. This is because the readonly transactions benefit from local access with replication but do not have the penalty of the overhead for updates.
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Finally, in Fig. 12, we examine the optimum number
of replications (in terms of minimum response time) versus the number of distributed sites for different communications overhead. We assume a transaction rate of 3
transactions per second per site and 0.1 s communications
delay. With no communications overhead, full replications is the optimum solution. Even in the presence of
communications overhead, the optimum can still be full
replication if the number of sites is small, but the optimum decreases as the number of sites increases beyond a
certain point. This is due to the fact that as the number of
sites increases, the average number of sites involved in
updates increases for a given number of replications. The
larger the communications overhead, the smaller the range
where full replication is the optimum.
V. SUMMARY
In this paper, we developed an approximate analytic
model to study the tradeoffs of replicating data in a distributed database environment using the primary copy approach for handling data replication. Previous analytic
models of replications are for very simple models with
read or update requests that do not capture the intricacy
of the concurrency control protocol and the effect of communications delay and overhead. The approximate analysis is bast.d on a decomposition approach to examine the
effect of hardware resource contention and data contention separately and capture the interaction through an iteration. The accuracy of the approximation is validated
through detailed simulations. In addition to the optimistic
and pessimistic protocols for concurrency control, we also
investigated a Semi-optimistic protocol which uses pessi1 transactions and optimismistic protoco~for local
tic protocol for the other transactions to reduce the aborts
and remote communications. We found that the benefit of

replicating data and the optimal number of replicates are
sensitive to the concurrency control protocol used. Replications generally degrade the performance under the
pessimistic control. Under the optimistic and semi-optimistic protocols, replications can improve response time
with an additional MIPS requirement to maintain coherency among the replicates. With replication, the semi-optimistic protocol usually yields the best performance.
While synchronous protocols (that update all replicates
before committing an update transaction) have worse performance (and better reliability characteristics) than the
corresponding asynchronous protocols, they can still benefit from data replication. However, too many replicates
usually lead to disastrous performance because of the large
overhead for updating all of the replicates. It is thus important to determine the optimal number of replicates. The
optimal degree of replication is further affected by the
transaction mix (e.g., the fraction of read-only transactions), the communications delay and overhead, the number of distributed sites, and the available MIPS. Various
sensitivity analyses have been carried out to examine how
the optimal degree of replication changes with respect to
these factors. Generally, a low degree of replication is
best for cases with loose response time bounds, large
communications overheads, and/or low communications
delays. The optimal degree of replication increases for
small response time bounds, smaller communications
overheads, or large communications delays.
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